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Figure 1: The system overview describes the current problems of EHR systems and how our system takes patients’ notes and lab data,
clusters the notes, extracts summaries, cleans text, extracts information and visualizes this to solve the current problems.

Abstract
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) contain rich medical information about patients, possibly hundreds of notes, lab results,
images and other information. Doctors can easily be overwhelmed by this wealth of information. For their daily work, they
need to derive narratives from all this information to get insights into the main issues of their patients. Standard solutions show
all the information in linear lists, often leading to cognitive overload; research solutions provide timelines and relations between
the notes but provide too much fragmented information. We propose MEDeNAR, a system for enabling medical professionals
to obtain insights from EHRs based on the different tasks in their workflow. The key aspects of our system are the introduction
of an intermediate level that summarizes the information using clustering and NLP methods. The results are visualized along
a timeline and provide easy access to the detailed descriptions in notes and lab results at the EHR level. We designed the
system using an iterative design process in collaboration with 18 doctors, two nurses and 14 domain experts. During the final
evaluation, the doctors ranked our system higher than a standard baseline solution and a variation for the used NLP methods.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization toolkits; User interface toolkits;

1. Introduction

An electronic health record (EHR) can consist of over thousand
numeric data points, such as laboratory tests and several hundred
clinical notes or images [Hal08]. For example, in a hospital in
the US, a chronic kidney patient has on average 338 notes col-
lected over 14 years [PE15]. Medical narratives are the textual
information in EHRs; reports about the patient’s condition and
progress. Clinicians rely heavily on these narratives because they
accurately identify diagnoses [JB15] and contain complex tem-

poral patterns for medical evidence [SBWC18]. People designed
EHRs to, among other things, lower the amount of preventable
medical errors [HTE*12]. However, the amount of data collected
in the EHRs leads to new challenges [HTE*12], especially cog-
nitive information overload [PE15]. This overload can have neg-
ative consequences regarding the patient’s safety [PE15]. It exists
due to several problems; see ‘Problems’ in Fig. 1. First, physicians
and nurses need to balance the short amount of time they have per
patient and taking sufficient time to go through that person’s med-
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ical history [HTE*12]. In general, doctors review less than 20%
of the EHR notes [FRM*12]. Second, the structure of EHRs leads
to fragmentation of the patient’s data [SBWC18], which hinders
the physician’s ability to develop a coherent and complete patient
narrative. Third, the current structure of EHR systems contains too
many long lists of text. These fall short of organizing patient in-
formation. Fourth, there is too much information in these notes. To
make it worse, due to the number of notes and lack of standard-
ization, clinicians often copy and paste text to other notes [PE15;
FRM*12], which leads to redundancy. Also, according to the in-
terviewed doctors, EHRs treat text as static and unsearchable enti-
ties, which makes filtering parts of the text challenging. Fifth, the
current visualizations do not cover all the tasks in the current EHR
information retrieval workflow and do not differentiate between the
different tasks of the doctors. In general, not many research solu-
tions have been translated to clinical usage [SBWC18].

We aim to address these five problems while keeping the text ac-
cessible, not raising trust issues and increasing the translatability of
this research to clinical use. Therefore, we developed an approach
for browsing EHRs. Our contributions are:

• We provide a structured view with different levels of detail.
• We support the need of doctors to quickly retrieve information

for their different tasks.
• We show how simple visualizations are sufficient to reduce the

cognitive load.

We combined an iterative design process, user evaluations, NLP
and visualization techniques to achieve our goal. The data analy-
sis included removing duplicates, clustering notes around similar
problems and making word summaries. Furthermore, the system
extracted the task-specific information for the current task of the
doctor. We designed a structured, multiple scales, simple and effec-
tive visualization called MEDeNAR (see Fig. 1). Doctors compared
it to a baseline and alternative visualization in a user study.

2. Related Work

This section describes the related work for text analysis and visual-
ization of EHRs from a single patient perspective.

Text Analysis of EHRs for Single Patients. Summarization
techniques are a common approach to reduce the overwhelming
amount of information. First, one can produce summaries by copy-
ing sentences or phrases from the input corpus [JB15; STB*17;
SBWC18; HTL*15], known as extractive summaries [PE15]. How-
ever, they fall short of delivering readable results. Second, new
text can be generated based on the original text [Hal08], known
as abstractive summaries [PE15]. Currently, researchers often im-
plement them by using neural networks [Lop19].

Researchers use techniques at several levels of depth to catego-
rize the text or make extractive summaries. From low to high depth,
first, NLP techniques, such as term frequencies, can extract and
categorize phrases [HPM16; BHW*09], known as word-level sim-
ilarity. Second, vector space comparison or ontology knowledge
can identify similar semantic meaning between phrases [PE15],
known as concept-level similarity. Third, patient personalized sim-
ilarity identification can remove statement redundancy, known as

statement-level similarity [PE15]. We could only find two exam-
ples that partly use this; the V-model system [CP12] removes dupli-
cated events, and another system highlights redundancy [FRM*12].
However, this does not include sentences similar in meaning.

Visualizations of EHRs for Single Patient. Worldwide, Epic
is one of the most commonly commercially used systems. It
has the biggest market share (29%) in the US [TW20]. Accord-
ing to interviewed doctors (D1-3), all commercial systems they
used, including Epic, suffered from the five problems described
in Fig. 1. In the research community, researchers focused on vi-
sualizing patient cohorts and numerical results, such as Wang
et al. [WMH*21]. Our focus is on supporting doctors in treat-
ing individual patients. One of the first and most common sys-
tems to visualize single patients’ histories is LifeLines. Its time-
line with categories structure has become a baseline for EHR vi-
sualization [FBP13], and researchers use it abundantly to visual-
ize narratives [HPM16; FLE06] for individual patients [MGHB04;
HTE*12; Hal08; BHW*09; BAK07; HTL*15]. Researchers some-
times also replaced the text with graphical summaries, decreasing
real-world adoption and trust because important text features are
often omitted [SBWC18]. Sultanum et al. [SBWC18] explored how
text visualization of individual patients could assist doctors. How-
ever, their timeline still caused an information overload, and it was
not easy to locate the needed information. Recently, authors fo-
cus on cause and effect relations, such as V-model [CP12]. More-
over, the events on the timelines can be colored based on whether a
finding improved or not [HTE*12]. Also, trees [STB*17] and net-
works [HTE*12] are used to show relations. Finally, Rajkomar et
al. [ROC*18] used events for disease progression predictions.

Overall, it remains hard to quickly derive narratives and locate
the needed information for each task, see problems 4 and 5 in Fig. 1.
Also, there is a need to link instances on the timeline to related (pos-
sibly quantitative) material [CP12] to reduce fragmentation (prob-
lem 2 in Fig. 1). We aim to address these challenges.

3. User Research and Tasks

Different tasks and design requirements were identified based on
interviews and workshops with doctors (D1-7) and nurses (N1,2)
and a literature review. We only focused on reviewing the data in
the EHR. Five main tasks were identified:

T1: Long-term check-up (the patient comes to the hospital for a
check-up exam or progress talk with the doctor) where the doc-
tor knows the patient.

T2: Long-term check-up where the patient is unknown.
T3: Diagnosing (newly) admitted patients.
T4: Check-up after an intervention while the patient is admitted.
T5: Diagnosing/admitting a patient in the emergency department.

See Table 1 for the components the narrative for the different
tasks consists of and the user’s actions to find this narrative. In all
narratives, the doctors need the medical history to look up or ex-
plore past diseases/treatments or compare exam results. Only the
location of this information in the EHR differs per task. The vi-
sualization should enable the user to obtain more of the patient’s
narrative in a certain period compared to the current hospital sys-
tems. To this end, we made the following design requirements:
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Narrative Interactions

Tasks
Patient’s
medical
progress

Original
diagnosis/
issues

Treatments/
issues
in the past

Current
issues/
physiology

Look-up
most recent
notes

Summarize
status of
patient

Explore
EHR for
information

Compare
findings

Browse
through
EHR

Locate
specific
information

T1 X X X X X
T2 X X X X X X X X
T3 X X X X X
T4 X X X X X X
T5 X X X X X

Table 1: A description of the narrative per task and the actions conducted to find the narrative. The patient’s medical progress column
describes the reaction to the medication, changes in physiology, how the patient is feeling and the factors responsible for these changes.
Look-up, explore, browse and locate are differentiated by permutations of the target and location of the data being known or not [BM13].

DR1: All the notes need to be available alongside the abstracted
visuals because the flexibility and expressiveness of medical
narratives make it impossible to structure every aspect of it
and make an all-encompassing vocabulary [STB*17].

DR2: The visualization should provide an aggregated form of the
data to help the user summarize the data.

DR3: The visualization should display temporal patterns to un-
derstand the patient’s illness [STB*17; MGHB04; CP12;
Hal08] and recovery progress over time.

DR4: The visualization should provide task-specific information.
DR5: The visualization should help with the interpretation of

the data. Interpretation of the data is difficult because
EHRs fragment the narratives over multiple notes [STB*17;
SBWC18]. Also, to help speed up information retrieval, bal-
anced levels of granularity are needed to give insights on an
overview and detailed level [STB*17; SBWC18; BHW*09].

4. Data Analysis

The data was aggregated (DR2) using clusters and word sum-
maries. The notes and lab data were queried from the MIMIC-III
data set [JPS*16] for each patient, see Fig. 1. MIMIC contains de-
identified data of actual patients. For each patient, duplicated (parts
of) sentences were removed from the notes using the algorithm
from Rankin et al. [RBD20] if the amount of duplicated informa-
tion was more than 15%. Below 15%, the duplicated information
mainly consisted of false positives .

Clustering. A cluster, in our case, is a collection of notes of
one patient about the same topic, see Fig. 1. Clusters should help
to decrease the fragmentation of the narratives (DR5). D6 identi-
fied four different types of clusters; hospital admissions (1), check-
ups (2), small interventions (3) and emergency room (ER) without
hospitalization (4). The analyzed patients only had the first two
types. Clustering each admission was easy because notes had a
unique admission id. For check-ups, the data was pre-processed to
stemmed tokens. Next, we compared three common clustering ap-
proaches (agglomerative, partitional and density-based clustering)
to the results of clustering one patient by hand. The density-based
clustering (HDBSCAN algorithm [MHA16]) was chosen because
it gave the best results and detected outliers. We added two addi-
tional rules. First, two check-up notes with an admission occurring
between them cannot be in the same cluster. This rule enforces a
‘before’ and ‘after’ admission, where the earlier typically relates to
complaints leading to the admission. Second, check-up notes that

were written on the same day often belong together. Therefore, if
multiple clusters from the HDBSCAN algorithm contained notes
from the same day, these clusters were merged into one cluster.

Entity Extraction and Salience Detection. For each cluster,
the five most important entities/words for diseases (including diag-
noses), drugs and treatments were extracted from the MIMIC notes
to make word summaries, see Fig. 1. D6,7 and N1 recommended
limiting the summaries to these categories. Section 5 describes the
alternatives we considered instead of word summaries. Five words
were chosen because this was a good balance between providing
aggregate information and keeping the information limited.

First, medical entities were extracted from the notes of one
cluster by using two publically available tools; scispacy (bc5cdr
model) [All20] and Medtagger [OHN13]. The scispacy model
achieves performance within 3% of state-of-the-art models but can-
not tag treatments specifically. Therefore, the common tool Med-
tagger, which tags all categories, was also used. Entities from the
drugs and disease category needed to be extracted by both algo-
rithms. For all entities, the semantic types from UMLS metathe-
saurus version 2019AB [NIH20] (if the entity could be mapped
to a UMLS concept) were also checked to filter out misclassifica-
tions. Second, hierarchical structures or salient detection extracted
the five most salient entities/words for each category. The paper
from Moon et al. [MLC*19] was the only identified one which used
salient detection in medical text. UMLS’ vocabularies have a hier-
archical structure which could help in detecting salient informa-
tion. Therefore, we evaluated the results of these two approaches
with D7. Based on this, the algorithm used ICD-10, international
classification of diseases, from UMLS for the disease category and
salient detection for the drugs and the treatment category.

For the hierarchical approach, a tree was temporarily made for
each cluster with the entities from the notes as leaves. The entities
were mapped to ICD-10 concepts. The number of ancestors and
relations to the other entities of that leave were determined by the
relations of the mapped ICD-10 concepts. The higher the level of
depth, the more specific the entities were. Each node had a leaf
count; the number of leaves the subtrees of that node led to. The
algorithm took the following steps to get a salient entity:

1. It calculated a percentage for each child of the root by dividing
their leaf count by the total number of leaves.

2. It selected the child with the highest percentage and leaf count
> 0, e.g., child A.
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Figure 2: Important note overview view. MEDeNAR always displays the general patient information (a) and task-specific information (b) on
the side. It displays the search bar and filters in the middle (c). The default tab is the important note overview (d). The system automatically
places the most important notes (e) and clusters of notes (f) in boxes based on the doctor’s tasks. Each box consists of a title (g), words
summarizing the content of the cluster based on diseases, drugs and treatments (h), links to the individual notes belonging to that cluster (i)
and a star to mark notes as important (j). Currently, none of the notes in a cluster are opened. The MIMIC patient data is greyed out.

3. It walked a path from child A to one of its descendants that is
a leaf, where the node with the highest, nonzero leaf count was
chosen at each level.

4. The entity of this leaf became one of the five chosen entities.
5. All leaf counts of the nodes in this path were decreased by one

to ensure this leaf was not chosen again.
6. The percentage corresponding to child A was decreased by 20%

because the algorithm needed to choose five salient entities.

For salience detection (inspired by Moon et al. [MLC*19]), the
algorithm computed a dense matrix with tf-idf (term frequency-
inverse document frequency; indicates the importance of a word in
the document and corpus) scores per note category, such as ECG,
for all words in all the categories. Next, it queried 100,000 notes at
random of all patients in MIMIC-III for each note category. After-
ward, the algorithm took the following steps to get a salient entity:

1. It calculated the occurrence of each note category in the set of
all notes of one patient in percentages.

2. For each extracted entity, it retrieved the synonyms from UMLS.
They were stemmed, tokenized and stop words were removed.

3. For each entity and synonyms, it calculated one tf-idf score for
each of the note categories of that patient by summing over the
tf-idf scores of the corresponding category of that entity and syn-
onyms in the matrix and dividing it by the number of scores.

4. Similar to the hierarchical structures, the algorithm chose the en-
tity with the highest tf-idf score from the note category with the
highest occurrence percentage as a summary word.

5. This entity received a penalty so that it was not chosen again,
also not for another category. The occurrence percentage of that
note category was decreased by 20%.

These algorithms led to the word summaries for each cluster. The
general and task-specific information (DR4) were queried using the

headers in the notes, see Fig. 1. We made these rules in discussion
with doctors to determine which notes were placed in the important
note overview, for example, the latest discharge note and the check-
up clusters after discharge for T1.

5. Design Process

We developed MEDeNAR using an iterative design process; cy-
cles of specifying the context and requirements, ideating solutions,
developing a prototype and testing it with users. This section de-
scribes the insights per iteration, see the supplemental information
for figures. Elements still present in MEDeNAR are marked italic.

Iteration 1. The first iteration was based on three co-creation
sessions; designing solutions with the user in a workshop setting
with domain experts P1-3, with P4,5 and with N1,2 and D4. It con-
tained general patient information and a timeline. Everyone (ex-
cept N1,2) mentioned these in their designs. N1,2 and D4 men-
tioned similar findings as in literature [STB*17], that including
everything in the abstraction might be impossible. Therefore, the
links to the original information should be present. This iteration
displayed the data on two scales; the timeline and the notes. During
these sessions, the participants did not use network or matrix vi-
sualization examples, only simple timelines and scatter plots. Ac-
cording to them, this was enough to get all the needed information
quickly. Moreover, the participants mentioned that they would like
to give the notes some degree of importance.

Iteration 2. The second iteration had one extra scale; the time-
line pointed to clusters containing summaries linked to the origi-
nal notes and lab data. This scale helped the doctor decide if he
needed to read the notes of a cluster in detail. Moreover, this itera-
tion had a compare view to compare different states of the patient
to promote interpretation (DR5). Also, it was possible to bookmark
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Figure 3: Medical history view. It displays all patient data. MEDeNAR displays the general patient information (a) and task-specific infor-
mation (b) on the side. It displays the search bar and filters in the middle (c). Notes are clustered in reversed chronologically ordered colored
boxes (l, second scale) and displayed on a timeline (d, first scale). Per cluster box of patient notes, a colored bar (f) is displayed on the
timeline (e) to indicate the duration, and it is connected to the corresponding cluster box (g). Dashed parts (h) of the timeline indicate time
jumps when no patient data was recorded. These contain the start (i) and stop date (j) and the duration (k). The user can click on a word in
the cluster word summary (m), then that word is highlighted in all notes (n). The user can open the notes of a cluster on the side (n, third
scale); the system displays them in a list from new to old. Each note has a title (o), text (p), bookmark (q) and attached quantitative data
button (r) to go to the lab data belonging to that note. The MIMIC patient data is greyed out.

notes to prioritize them. D1-3 and P6-11 tested this iteration. They
thought the timeline with the summary structure and lab data was
time-efficient. Also, bookmarking notes was considered valuable.
However, the space could be used more optimally, and there were
not enough scales displaying different levels of granularity.

Iteration 3. The third iteration had one more scale (DR5). Each
cluster on the timeline had a summary of a few lines of text, a
more extended summary of a few paragraphs (new scale) and all
the notes in that cluster. These bypassed the need to open the en-
tire note. Also, the summaries contained snippets of the lab data.
D2,6,7, N1,2 and P6-11 tested this iteration. Extractive summariza-
tion methods were used to make the summaries. We used cosine
similarity with different embeddings (GloVe and tf-idf) to get the
similarity between sentence vectors from the notes of one cluster.
Cosine similarity measures the cosine angle between two vectors
to see if they are similar (pointing in the same direction). Also, a
skipgram Word2Vec model was used to get sentence vectors, and
k-means clustering clustered similar sentences. Word2Vec is a neu-
ral network that learns which words are contextually relevant and
represents them as vectors. Skipgram is the model architecture.

Doctors and nurses said that visualization’s structure was bene-
ficial to their workflow, would reduce scrolling and clicking and
the clustering helped find relevant notes. However, the partici-
pants could not extract all the narratives partly because the sum-
mary quality was insufficient. Abstractive summarization tech-
niques were explored to improve the summary quality (DR4). How-

ever, the current state-of-the-art still has drawbacks due to several
challenges, such as ungrammatical [Lop19] sentences. Also, users
were hesitant about the idea of newly generated text. Therefore,
we decided to use keyword-based abstractions of medical entities
to form word summaries. These should be well suited, considering
the fragmented nature of the data [FLE06]. Only, the more extended
keyword-based summaries were messy, according to users, so they
wanted three scales again. Based on this MEDeNAR was designed.

6. Visualization

This section describes the system MEDeNAR and its interactions,
see Fig. 1. It was implemented in Vue.js. See section 5 for some of
the design choices and the supplemental information for a link to
the video and code.

General and Task-specific Information The general patient
information and task-specific information are always displayed.
Based on interviews with D1-4,6,7 and N1,2 the general patient
information consists of basic patient information, such as a brief
medical history, see Fig. 2(a). Based on interviews with D6,7, the
task-specific information displays relevant basic information based
on the current task of the doctor (DR4). For example, the system
displays the admission date, discharge location, discharge diagno-
sis and the medication after discharge for T1 after hospitalization,
see Fig. 2(b). Currently, the system asks the doctor upfront which
task he is doing, but this could partly be retrieved from the doctor’s
calendar.
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Figure 4: Buttons of the notes containing the search term or syn-
onyms are marked yellow; by hovering over them, a snippet of the
sentences containing the search term are displayed in a tooltip.

Important Note Overview. The system’s main part consists of
three tabs; the important note overview (default), the medical his-
tory and the quantitative lab data. It displays an automatically ex-
tracted, reversed chronologically ordered list of relevant notes or
clusters of notes based on the doctor’s task (DR4). For example, for
T1 after hospitalization, the discharge note and all check-up clus-
ters after discharge are displayed. The system displays the relevant
notes in grey boxes (Fig. 2(e)) and the relevant clusters in colored
boxes, Fig. 2(f). The color represents the type of cluster, see sec-
tion 4. An orange box is an admission cluster, and a blue box is
a check-up cluster (DR5). These colors are distinguishable, black
text on top of it is readable and users preferred this color scheme.
Especially, the grey note boxes are grey such that they are not mis-
taken for clusters. The cluster boxes ensure there is no spatial split
attention effect; information sources about mutually referring in-
formation are not spatially separated [VS10]. This could reduce
the cognitive load. Every box contains a title (see Fig. 2(g)), links
to the notes as a reversed chronologically ordered list of dark grey
buttons (see Fig. 2(i), DR1) and the word summary containing the
most important words for diseases, drugs and treatments (see sec-
tion 4) extracted from the notes in that cluster (see Fig. 2(h), DR2).

Alternatives of the box content (placement of elements, amount
of information and which information) were discussed with users.
For example, snippets of the lab results were not added to the boxes
because, according to users, they cannot be compared to other val-
ues and, therefore, lose their value. The grey boxes, Fig. 2(e), have
one dark grey button linking to one note because these boxes rep-
resent only one relevant note. The note category is displayed to
indicate the type of information in the link location to enable nav-
igation [DL07]. For example, ‘Rad’ for radiology. The user can
remove boxes by deselecting the bookmark (star, see Fig. 2(j)).
The important note overview gives a more isolated overview com-
pared to displaying all the information. This relates to the simple-
to-complex strategy [VS10], which could reduce the cognitive load.

Filters and Search. Search functions and filters are available,
see Fig. 2(c). The search function uses the stemmed words and syn-
onyms of the search term to search the notes for matches; these are
displayed under the search box. The buttons of the notes in the
cluster boxes that contain the search term or a synonym are marked
yellow, see Fig. 4. The search term and synonyms are marked yel-
low in the notes. Two types of filters are available; the note category
(such as radiology) and cluster box types (such as admission). The
user can make combinations of these two filters.

Medical History. The medical history tab displays all the med-
ical notes of the patient (including the ones from the important
note overview) in colored cluster boxes on three scales; a timeline

Figure 5: Illustrates how timeline handles consecutive clusters
bars (a), clusters bars ending on the same date (b) and overlap-
ping cluster bars (c).

(Fig. 3(d), DR3), note clusters (Fig. 3(l)) and the notes (Fig. 3(n)).
The cluster boxes have the same structure and order as in the impor-
tant note overview. The timeline displays when clusters are occur-
ring on a time axis (solid grey parts Fig. 3(e)) and skips over periods
with no data (dashed grey parts Fig. 3(h)). The timeline uses as lit-
tle space as possible while still displaying the information clearly.
A vertical colored bar on the timeline displays the duration of each
cluster box, Fig. 3(f). The vertical bars are placed such that:

• The start and end correspond with the oldest and newest date of
the notes of the cluster.
• A line connects it to the corresponding cluster box, Fig. 3(g).
• Crossings are avoided in several ways; if multiple clusters

(partly) overlap, the vertical colored bars are displayed next to
each other (see Fig. 5c), and if two clusters have the same end
time (top location of the vertical bars is the same) the bar placed
on the right is slightly shortened and placed slightly lower (see
Fig. 5b).
• There is always a small margin between two bars placed below

each other, see Fig. 5a.
• There is a minimum and maximum length to ensure one bar does

not use up all the space and bars do not disappear. The timeline
has the same height as all the cluster boxes, and all the timeline
elements are scaled in proportion to this.

The skips over periods with no data consist of an end date of the
period (Fig. 3(i)), a start date (Fig. 3(j)) and the duration (Fig. 3(k)).
The duration indicates the length of the interval compared to other
intervals (horizontal grey bar), and the absolute duration is written
under it, for example, one month and 17 days (Fig. 3(k)). These
interval indications are beneficial for timelines with large chrono-
logical extents and for compressing timelines with non-uniformly
distributed events [BLB*16], which is the case.

Furthermore, the user can open the notes of a cluster on the side
in a reversed chronological list by clicking on a dark grey note
button in a cluster, see Fig. 3(n). The background of that cluster
is darkened. Each note has a title (Fig. 3(o)); a bookmarking star
(Fig. 3(q)); the text (Fig. 3(p)); and a button to go the related lab
data (Fig. 3(r), DR5). This content was determined together with
users and experts. By clicking on the bookmark of a note or clus-
ter, the user can place it in the important note overview. Moreover,
by clicking on a term in the word summary in a cluster box, the
user can highlight that word in the notes and the cluster boxes, see
Fig. 3(m). These same actions of opening notes and highlighting
words are also available in the important note overview view.

Quantitative Data View. The third tab is the quantitative data
tab. The user can select it via the top menu. It displays all the lab
data variables in a drop down menu. The user can select one vari-
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Figure 6: Simple list visualization. The general patient information
(a), filter options (c), a button to the lab results (b) and a reversed
chronologically ordered list of all the notes (d) are displayed. When
the user opens a note, it is displayed on the right (e).

able and display it in a scatter plot. If the user clicks the ‘Attached
quantitative data’ button of a note, this tab displays the related lab
data with that note on the side to remove the split attention effect.

7. Evaluation Method

14 doctors (D1,5,7-18) from different specialisms and different re-
gional hospitals participated in the final user test, with on average
five years of working experience; five were male, and nine were
female. Three different visualizations were compared; MEDeNAR,
MEDeNAR with a different approach to make the word summaries,
called ‘concept space visualization’ (Fig. 7) and a simple base-
line list visualization (Fig. 6). The concept space visualization was
made in collaboration with Fabian Viehmann, who based his ap-
proach on semantic concept spaces [EKC*19]. Semantic concept
spaces is a new approach that considers semantic relations between
keywords and documents in topic models [EKC*19]. It is interest-
ing to see if users prefer the predictions from the concept spaces
over the more conventional methods, e.g., the salience detection
with tf-idf from section 4, to make word summaries. Also, the
structure of the baseline visualization is similar to the structure of
the notes in commercial EHR systems. All visualizations were dis-
played locally on our computer. The final user test contained data
of three different patients with a similar amount of data and similar
data types, e.g., echo, from the MIMIC-III [JPS*16] data set. On
average, a patient had 101 notes from 3 admissions, 75 notes from
check-ups and 2542 numeric lab data points. Furthermore, per vi-
sualization, the user needed to complete two tasks; first T4 and then
T1, see section 3. For the latter, the check-up notes after the latest
admission and the latest half of the admission notes were removed.

The user test protocol consisted of an introduction with an in-
formed consent form and familiarization with the visuals (10 min),
testing the three different visualizations (15 minutes per visual-
ization) and a final semi-structured interview (5 minutes). Partic-
ipants spoke out loud during the entire test, and the sessions were
recorded, transcribed and anonymized afterward. All participants,
except for D5, completed all the tasks for all visualizations. A dou-
ble Latin square distribution determined the order of the visualiza-
tions and which patient data was displayed in which visualization

Figure 7: A cluster box with the concept space word summaries.
An accuracy percentage was added after each summary word.

to reduce biases. Testing a visualization consisted of the following
steps. After explaining T4 (1), we asked the participants which in-
formation they wanted to find (2). The participant had 5 minutes to
try to find this information in the current visualization (3). During
these 5 minutes, we asked the participants several times how much
information in percentages they already gathered (4). These four
steps were repeated for T1 with the same patient and visualization.
After both tasks, the participant filled in the corresponding SUS
[SBWC18], cognitive scales [Zij95; DM08] and scoring compo-
nents questionnaires. All the remarks from the participants were
analyzed using a thematic analysis. A theme needed the support of
at least half of the participants.

The user test was kept open-ended to give a satisfying repre-
sentation of insight capabilities [Nor06] and not restrict partici-
pants [SND05]. Based on the anonymous recordings, insights (dis-
tinct observations by the participant [SND05]) were identified.
Based on recommendations from Saraiya et al. [SND05], the anal-
ysis consisted of the following aspects to measure medical insights:

1. A correctness score determined how much of the narrative (their
answers in step 2) was found in the insights.

2. Errors determined incorrect or misinterpreted information.
3. A thoroughness score (1 to 5, where one is reading text and five

making hypotheses) per insight determined the quality of the an-
swers [SND05; Nor06].

4. Time to first insight and percentage of gathered information
over time determined the time it took for the user to get im-
mersed in the data [SND05] and the amount of information
learned [SND05].

5. Each insight was expected or unexpected based on step 2.

8. Results User Evaluation

The quantitative and qualitative user test results are analyzed to-
gether because some participants gave the system lower scores due
to the data set structure of the notes or disliking one small thing
while being positive in general. This resulted in large standard de-
viations, while the feedback from the interview was positive. Fur-
thermore, the quantitative results of D15 were omitted due to tech-
nical issues. Some measurements, see section 7, were similar for all
tasks and visualizations; therefore, they are not discussed further.

Retrieving Medical Narratives. The first finding is about how
(the components of) the three visualizations contribute to retrieving
the medical narratives for the different tasks?’. Overall, MEDeNAR
was ranked as the best 77% of the time, see Table 2. The concept
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Visual 1st 2nd 3rd
MEDeNAR 10 3 0
Concept space 3 5 5
Baseline list 0 5 7

Table 2: How often the visuals were ranked first, second or third.

spaces visualization was ranked second and the list visualization
third, which corresponds to the order of the ‘quick overview’ scores
in Fig. 9a. All participants, except for D1, 5, 12 and 15, mentioned
that the element contributing the most to the decision of this or-
der was the cluster boxes, then the timeline and then the important
note overview. However, the cluster boxes got the lowest useful-
ness scores (6.2 and 4.9, see Fig. 9b), probably due to the content
of the word summaries. The concept space visualization was ranked
second because the predictions were messy (containing more text),
confusing and not trustworthy. This resulted in a higher complexity
(3.95), see Fig. 9a. Only D13 and 18 preferred the concept spaces
visualization because it could reveal missed things.

“In the list visualization, there was no real overview" - D11

“It [timeline with cluster boxes] gives a clear overview because
it is bundled nicely." - D9

For T4, the participants extracted between 34% (list visualiza-
tion) and 81% (concept space visualization) of the total narrative,
see Fig. 8. The main problems were that the participants could not
find the current treatment plan and extract an overview of the phys-
iological changes from the lab data. The general and task-specific
information (received one of the highest scores, see Fig. 9b), cluster
boxes and important note overview (this component scored a 6.5,
see Fig. 9b, but the participants used it 19 of the 28 times) helped
the doctors extract the current narrative. Moreover, no particular
reason was found why participants extracted more of the narrative
in the concept space visualization.

For T1, the participants extracted between 72% (concept space
visualization) and 79% (MEDeNAR) of the total narrative, see
Fig. 8. For this task, the results are closer, and the standard devi-
ation is smaller because the narrative was easier to find. The par-
ticipants had problems extracting an overview of the physiological
changes from the lab data and the complete progress since the dis-
charge. The task-specific information, the discharge summary in
the important note overview and the latest check-up clusters on the
timeline helped the participants find the information.

“I think it is very convenient that the system pre-selects notes
and puts them in the important note overview." - D10

Cognitive Load. The second finding is about the cognitive load
in the three visualizations. Although the doctors were not used to
the structure of MEDeNAR and the concept space visualization, the
mean mental effort scores (43 and 47 respectively, see Fig. 9d) were
lower than the known list structure. Moreover, the list visualiza-
tion had the highest level of irritation (4.6) and difficulty (4.9), see
Fig. 9c. Overall, the participants mentioned four explanations for
the cognitive load scores. First, the participants disliked the struc-
ture of the text of the notes. Second, D5, 8-10, 13, 14, 17 and 18
mentioned that they needed to get used to the system because it

Figure 8: The results of deriving narratives.

is new. Third, the predictions of the concept space visualization
confused the participants (except D8 and 18). Fourth, the concept
spaces and MEDeNAR provided a clearer overview compared to
the list visualization. Furthermore, on average, participants needed
slightly more time to find their first insight in the list visualization
(12 and 19 seconds, see Fig. 8). It could be that the important note
overview provided information quicker, but this should be investi-
gated further.

“This [list visualization] was not hard because it looks like the
current system. Everything is displayed below each other." - D10

9. Discussion

This paper describes the system MEDeNAR, which was designed
to reduce the cognitive load of forming medical narratives for doc-
tors based on the tasks in their workflow. This research focused
on the information overload problem caused by time pressure and
the structure of EHR systems, see problems in Fig. 1. The visu-
alizations were kept simple. Also, all the textual notes are still
available instead of using graphical summaries, which should in-
crease real-world adaptation and not raise trust issues [SBWC18].
According to the final user evaluation, there were indeed no trust
issues with MEDeNAR because the doctors could always go to the
original notes and see where the summary words from the clusters
occurred in the text. MEDeNAR was compared to a baseline list
visualization and a visualization with different word summaries.
Users preferred the proposed structure to visualize the notes over
the current structure in EHR systems. Moreover, users thought the
timeline with the clustering was beneficial to display the notes over
time (DR3). Also, the word summaries helped with aggregating
the data(DR2), and linking the notes and lab data helped reduce
the fragmentation of the narrative (DR5). Participants used the im-
portant note overview and task-specific information abundantly and
thought it was useful (DR4).

The content of the summaries and the display of the lab data
could be improved. MEDeNAR could only display one numeric
value in the quantitative data tab, which hindered the doctors from
getting a quick overview of the most important numerical values,
e.g., blood pressure and heart rate. The results have high standard
deviations, and participants sometimes gave visualization compo-
nents a low score, although they were positive in their feedback.
The medical narratives could not be completely extracted by the
participants, probably because of the data structure. Participants
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Figure 9: The results of the SUS questionnaire (a), the results of scoring the different components of the visualization (b), the results for the
cognitive load (c) and mental efforts (d) ratings.

mentioned that notes were longer or differently structured com-
pared to what they are used to.

Furthermore, there are ethical concerns that need to be taken into
consideration. In current EHR systems, the doctors do not have the
time to review all the information. MEDeNAR helps with this prob-
lem, but the data aggregations are imperfect, and doctors could still
overlook important parts. Questions such as; ‘Who would be re-
sponsible?’ and ‘Is it possible to include all the important informa-
tion?’ require further research as well.

10. Conclusion

In conclusion, the contribution is to propose a system that poten-
tially reduces the cognitive load of forming medical narratives of

electronic health records. We proposed MEDeNAR. It offers struc-
tured and task-specific visualizations based on simple but effective
visualizations. Also, MEDeNAR was compared to two other vi-
sualizations and tested with 14 doctors. The results suggest that
MEDeNAR could reduce the cognitive load and was ranked high-
est by the participants for extracting the medical narratives.

Future work would include more user tests with a data set with
a more familiar structure and testing all the different tasks. Also,
it could include aggregations that are personalized for doctors and
patients and link the data (DR2 and DR5). Currently, MEDeNAR
provided doctors with a quicker overview of the data. Future re-
search could look at how this quicker overview of the data helps
identify gaps in the data and potential unanswered questions about
the patient’s disease.
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